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• Mutua Savings Opens;ReadyTo RenderService
_

AT THE LAUNCHING of Mutual Federal Savings and Loan
Association, last week, Mayer Edmund Orgill, second from

left, was on hand to congratu.
late C. C. Sawyer, president,
and other :ifficers and to wish
them well in the new a n d

needed enterprise. At left is
Atty. B. L. Hooks, vice president and treasurer of the
firm, and at right, Atty. A. W.

Willis, jr,, executive vice president and secretary. (Hooks
Photos)

I

THIS MODERNISTIC structure at 588 Vance ave., is home
of the new Mutual Federal

• _Mar..

Savings and Loan Association.
Its opening on Monday. Sept.
17 marked the first entry by

Negroes in Memphis into this
phase of financing. A key interest of the new firm is in

helping more families lift
themselves into the status of
home owners.
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A LEADER IN BUSINESS
concerns which though launch.

',tonal import? Dr. J. E. Walker, left, offers his emigrate to

Mr. Sawyer on opening day.
Dr. Walker vas a leader to

to4 la *aphis iiro now of

establishing Universal Life in.
surance company and Tri•State
Dank el Memphis.

4iagifiv;'4014,-

Union Protective Assurance
FIRST DAY DEPOSITORS
Weittra•kg, edj1 co., third Irons right, and L.
I Included O.
Artisau and Z. G. Ilors4
I

L

• r.

4,1,1z 7.i.
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Other seen are Tom Havel.
+,Attyk Willis and Ousie Horns,

•

—

•

P4 THE VERY FIRST to make
her deposit on opet,ing day
0 was Mrs. Ruth Reeves, last
•%

woman seated to right, of 1105
S. Orleans. Taking necessary
information from Mrs. Reeves
- .

and unidentified man a r •
, Miss Katherine Rushin. In the
rear of room, Dr. A. B. Car.

•

ter Is ushered in by Miss
Gwendolyn D. McEwen, see.
retary.bookkeeper.

REGISTERING guests during
the day were Mrs. A. W. Wil.

Ifs, jr.. and Mrs. C. C. Saw.
yer, wives of company ratio.
ials. Guest hers is C. A. Gas.

ton, well -known
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NO. I BOOSTER — Atty. A.
W. Willis, it.. gets a visit in

his office from his wife, Mrs.
Ann Laura WWis.

READY to greet patrons to
the new business is Atty. B. L.

Hooks, vice president a n
treasurer.

FOUR DEPOSITORS move up
to join first day savers. They
, are Mrs. Johnettn Walker

B. G. Olive and Mrs. Rea.
hrko and R. B. Sugarmon,
trice Willis Smith. Accepting
cr., who are joined by Tom
Hayes and chatting together, , deposits ars Miss Grace Don...

aldson, tellervicretary a is d
Mr. Sawyer.
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Oklahoma Girl Becomes
Bride Of Robert Holman

PC" SAT.,SEPT. 29, 1956

SOCIETY
Merryo
Goaound.

In a wedding of widespread interest, Miss Stella Wilhite w a s
married to Robert Holeman, Sunday. Sept. 23, at the Blessed Sacrament church of Lawton, Okla.,
at 4 p.m.
Miss Wilhite is the daughter of
Mrs. Louise Wilhite and the late
Mr. Wilhite of Lawton. Mr. Holeman is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Sigma Patroness Board
Elects For Corning Year

Wornen's Day
Scheduled At
Union Grove

Mrs. Betty Allen
,To Top Of Slate

e...

FRU COOK BOOK OFFER ON PACKAGE

Accompanying Mr, Holeman to
Oklahoma last Friday for the ceremony were his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. H. Holeman, Sr.. and his
best man, Warren Foster of Mobile. Ala, Mrs. Dora Robinson of
New York City attended Miss
Wilhite as matron of honor.
The recent groom is a graduate
of St. Anthony Parochial school,
Tennessee State university a n d
Meharry Medical college, fr om
which he graduated a clinical laboratory technologist with specialty in Bacteriology and Parisitology. He has been associated with
Miners' Memorial hospital AssoTh e annual Women's Day prociation at Whitesburg, Ky., and
gram of the Union Grove Mission-. has recently
joined the staff of
ary Baptist church will be observ- r. W. A.
Beck in Los Angeles,
ed Sunday, Sept. 30, with a goal where the couple will ;make their
of $1,000. Theme of the day is home. He is a member of Alpha
"Every Wise Woman Buildeth Her Phi Alpha fraternity.
House."
Miss Wilhite is a graduate of
Main service of the day will Dillard university and Meharry
be during the 3 p.m, hour.
Medical college School of Nursing.
Sisters Annie Holmes, Mar- Mr. Foster, the best man, is a
shel L. Bridget and Emma L. student of Meharry in the school
Holmes make up the program of Medicine. Miss Wilhite's honor
committee.
attendant, Mrs. Robinson, is also
Rev. S. H. Holmes is church a graduate of Meharry's School of
minister.
Nursing.

Women s Day At
Coleman Chapel

By Marjorie I. Ulen
are: Mr. C. C. Sawyer, president;
aa September bows its way Atty.
A. W. Willis, jr., executive
everywhere
as
otiL .folk here —
climax vice president - secretary and
suspenseful
the
t$
thrill
—
clinchers... Atty. B. L. Hooks, vice presidentof big-league pennant
Series treasurer. Members of the Board
World
anticipating another
of Directors include: T. H. Hayes,
•.come Oct. 3, The ever-revolv- jr., Atty. Willis, Atty. Hooks, C.
brightenis
sports
ing pageant of
pig- C. Sawyer, George W. Lee, W. F.
ed locally wiih the call of the
Nabors, George Stevens. Advsisskin to our high school games; ory Board members are A. MaSaturdays'
approaching
and the
ceo Walker, Rev, S. A. Owen, L.
usual hustle and bustle will he H. Boyce and Rev • C. F. Wilheightened with scenes and din liams. Personnel include Miss
of top college arid pro games Grace Donelson, teller and Miss
as TV unfolds the panorama of Gwendolyn McEwen, receptionist.
huge stadiums tliroughout the The institution nobly epitomizes
••
nation.
the 'New Day' in the saga of NeCOCKTAIL
BETTEs
ALPHA
gro Memphis!
PARTY
BRIDGE PARTIES
fair to be staged in the atstances Sunday night of last
THE TWELVE MATRONS SoThe presence of genial, brilliant The Sophisticates were royally
tractive unit of the hotel, and
week. With Mrs. Jimmie Mc. • .and ooh-so-haedsome Frank entertained by Mrs. Oscar Speight,
cial club, prominent among
president, serving
attracted the enthusiastic and
club
Culley,
Stanley of Louisville, Ky., guest jr., at her lovely home at 689
the Bluff City's most active
_favorable comment of C I 11 b
as hostess the meeting was
speaker at Union Protective's Edith last Saturday e v en i n g.
its
social organizations, held
members and guests. In addiheld in the newly remodelled
23rd anniversary of their found- Members Mrs. W. T. (Dot) Mction to the attractive surroundgrill of the popular Lorraine
ing, held Sunday. Sept 16, at Me- Daniel, Mrs. Jake (Bernice) Bar- ! regular meeting under comcircunihotel. It was the first such afings, garlanded with flowers,
paratively
unique
tropolitan Baptish church. was ! ber, Mrs. Arneda Martin, Mrs.
just the incentive for the Alpha! Robert S. (Ruth) Lewis, Mrs.
Zettes (A Phi A's ladies auxiliary) Frederick A. (Margaret) Risers. , and she was accompanied to the :
to toss a suave, sophisticated cock- Mrs. S. W. (Ceneta) Qualls, Mrs. ;theatre party by her sister, Nato- ;
tail party at the pelatial home of George (Callie) Stephens. Miss lyn. her parents, an infant sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom H. Hayes at Georgia R. Sylvers and Mrs. A:L. Shirley Jean 10-months old. NaParkway and Wilson the same (Ethel) Johnson enjoyed the de- omi is a Third Grade pupil at the
night. Mr. Stanley is the very ca- lightful party and Mesdames Rosebud school and kindergarten.
•s•
pable national president of Al- Qualls. McDaniels and Barber won
Mrs. Adele Alexander was hos- tary; Mrs. Nellis Brown, financial
pha Phi Alpha. . .and following the lovely prizes for the bridge
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Beauchamp tess recently to the Patroness , secretary; Mrs. Irene Riley, trees- '
game.
rethe
to
address
his informal
are the proud parents of lovely Board of 4igma Gamma Rho so- urer; Miss Rose Hudgins chapcently organized group, a beauti- Mrs. 7. A. Watson, "Neets" to little Miss Ursula Eugenie Beau- rority in her beautiful home on lain and Mrs. Lillian Newman. reful color movie wes shown of the her friends. . .was hostess to the champ. . .and since her birthday Fay ave.
porter. They were impressively!
.out at Toney"s was September 22nd. . .and your
50th anniversary ce:ebration of the Debonaires.
!installed by Mrs. Ritta H. Porter,
Officers
elected
the
coming
for
organization, held at Buffalo, N. nn. Saturday night. Present were , scribe, a friend and former co- year were Mrs. Flora Cochtane, basileus of the sorority's alumnae
Y.'s famed Hotel Stetter. Unfurl- Its. Vasco (Maxine) Smith and worker of gracious Ruth B e a u- president; Mrs. Carrie Smith, 1st chapter,
guests; and !champ, claimed the 23rd, with
ing before lhe guests present were IIIrs. Gloria Riley as
, Other members of the Patroness
(Anna Lau- Ruth's birthday the very next day, vice president; Mrs. B ee c h er
members,
Mrs.
A.
W.
arglittering
the
secenes
of
vivid
Board present were Mrs. Effie'
Dobbs,
2nd
vice
president;
Mrs.
ray of fraternity members and let Willis, jr.. Mrs. Frank (Alice) the 24th. . .the Beauchamps de- Bertha Harris, recording secre- Flagg, Mrs. Bertha Bonner and
Cecelia
Willis,
Kilpatrick.
Miss
cided to toss a gay party to celetheir wives and escorts .. the arMrs. R. B. Halley.
Mrs. Thomas (Vivian) W 1 1 i s, brate Ursula's ninth b i r t h d a y.
Sorority members present 'were
ray of outstanding national per;
;Mrs. Joe (Paulette) Atkins, Mrs. .However.
Sunday, the 23rd, seemMesdames Elizabeth Plaxico, Ansonalities garnered for the occasTheMrs.
!Benny
(Oelen)
Batts.
' ed the central date. . .and Ruth
nette Edwards, Charle P. Roland,
ion. . .which included Mrs. Auron (Nell) Northcross. Mrs. Her- and I were asked to share the
Mary Brooks, Eleanor Oglesby,
therine Lucy Foster. Rev. Luther!
bert (LaMerse) Robinson, Mrs.
honors of the occasion.
Jeannette Carr, Rosa Ford and;
B. King, N. Y.'s Governor Aver;John (Pearl) Gordon and M r s. i1 minor
,
Cora Blackmon, daughter of the
Sunday evening, beginning at
ill Harriman, Atty. Arthur B.eel
Harold (Martha) Galloway. - 4 p.m., the Ursula
hostess.
(Ukey) to her
Shores (now of Selective Service
Saturday friends, was a most charming and
A delicious ice couree '.vs enfame!) Mrs. Roebert G. Vann, our When the J-U-G-S' met
Thompson . demure honoree. Highpoint of any
Modena
week,
.
past
joyed by everyone.
receiv
own Lewis 0. Swingler —
was hostess par excellence at her , party is the cutting of the cake
Annual Women's Day will be ,
ing a citation for outstending ser:- ; beautiful new home on Warlord.
held
Sunday at Coleman Chapel
i
following
the
blowing
of
candles
cornhis
ice to his fraternity and
These energetic maids and ma- r. . .only this party had two cakes CM E church, Argyle and Bellevue
munity, in addition to 30 years trons have covered themselves
Guest speaker for the 11 aer
membership in the frat. . .and an with fame and glory in their Char- ;...the second a surprise to Ruth—
hour will be Mrs. Dovie Burnley
and
friends
can
imagine
her
suralmost endless parade of famous
_ iit'.' Ball and civic projects. . .and prise — for she knew of only one. and at 3 pont., Miss Edwinor Por. folk too numerous to recount
they'll be on the scene again :Ursula's dreamy concoction of ter will be heard.
With Mrs. Betty Ann Allen, GOP
but includin it wonderful scenes of come nexts Mardi Gras week. ;white
;•noininee for the state house of
rose-buds
and
pink
candles.
Rev.
Moses
Johnson
Is
minisfamed Branch Rickey, w h o
ler Vel- : The guest list included Lynne Ma- cc and Mrs. Ethel Williams
jSarah Chandler,
representatives dropping out of
launched "our boys' in big-league
Jones, Marie Bradford. irie Howell, Paulette Brinkley, man.
the race, the name of Mrs. Wells
baseball. Tip film was orated by i Gw
PresidentLo
Nash, and Erma Laws i gtaugette Brown1ee, Paula a n •'
m a enclollsyn on
Awsumb has been moved to the
d
much humor and witticisms con-I enioy a delightful evening and . Pamela
top of the slate.
.Collins,
Barbara a n d
, corning here-io-fore unknown be-I delicious baked b
barn fare of the Charles Nabrit, oyce and Pearl I There are enough standiug trees
In quitting the race Mrs. Allen
; hind-the-scenes happenings t h a t hostess,
Parker, Lynda and Halvern ohn- in the U. S. to supply the lumber said: ". . .Circumstances have
• ••
!were unknown to most of the con- ,
son, Lynne Ulen. Kathy Iles, Ar- for a six-room house for every arisen that would prevent me
-vention crowd.,
i BIRTHDAY FARES
netta Mimms, can and Judy man, woman and child in the from making the vigorotis cam, • Mrs, Oscar ' Speight answered; around the pas/ week end. with . tis. Roslyn lies, Deborah Harris, country.
paign should like.
: Mr. Stanley's personel message; emphasis placed on Sept. e3 — 'Toney NValker, Toney Benson and
i to Alphas and his advice to the which, confess I must, is my- own Carole Thompson.
Naturally, Jog reigned supreme
; Alpha Bettes. . .pledging t h e natal day. Astrologically speaking
group's support to the local chap- , . .Virgo and Libra influence . . .and a wonderful aftsrreen was
ter and their responsibilities as those chanced to have made their enjoyed by the voun;•
hostesses to the coming regional advent into this 'vale of tears' g 0 ..1 wee: Leis too! !
convention to be lield here next I on the very first day of fall. . . CHIT CHAT
spring. Guests included Dr. and ' asd among those celebrating ! Pearlie Mae Gasaway. .
.popu- .
Mrs. Arthur E. Horne, Dr. and were members of the Shelby elan I tar BT tVashington teacher, orcoasts
!
mthe
.
.who
gathered
fro
Atty.
and
.
Northcross,
Theron
Mrs.
ganist of Avers Chapel and faith- !
Mrs, Hosea Lockard, Mr. and of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, fui member of the graduate chap
Mrs. W. T. McDaniels, Dr. and and the heart of the Middle West. ter of AKA. . .left last Sunday
Mrs. H. A. Young, Mi. and Mrs. to converge on Memphis and to assume her duties as an in B. T. Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. Lew- 1375 Adelaide for the 84th birth- ; structor in the Math department
is 0. Swingler, Mr. and Mrs. Jos.!day of venerable Dr. Charles H. i at Tennessee State U. She will be;
eph Westbrooks, Mr. and Mrs. Shelby. From Los Angeles came ! sorely missed. . .and her quiet '
Taylor C. D. Hayes Dr. and Mrs. Ernest and Ruby Shelby. o .From ' manhncr, graciousness and digniReginald Shelby
Oscar Speight, Jr.. Dr. and Mrs. New York. Dr.
ts as touched the lives of her
resident sur- :
e
Frederick Rivers. Mr. and Mrs. — where he is chief
many friends and the scores of
.from
.
.
hospital.
Harlem
at
Owen,
D.
ge°n
Wilson,
A.
B
:
children who have felt her influAlex
L.
Chicago came Charles and Bill , ence
i n her 17 years of service
J. Thomas, Thomas Doggett, Witi Shelby (and Bill is his wife') and , in Memphis. Mrs.
lie Lindsley, Atty. and Mrs. Rus- i
Jake (Bernice)
with Mildred and Fred Jor- I
along
Barber replaces her at B. T.
sell Sugarmere jr. . all Alphas •
dan and Clarence and Lou Pope I
CASSEROLE
Casserole
Washin'- gton.
and their wives. . .an d invited '
SAlfA014
Dr. and Mrs. Shelby nad a
Nk-iittAing
•
guests, Mrs. Ruby Gadison. Miss"
%Vice
When the Silhouettes (Kappa :
grand reunion with their charmRieelana
ii
,Twas a gay wed,. auxillary group) met with Mrs.
Jewel Gentry, your scribe". and
IS1Ae
tomatoes
family.
Salmon and sn.i: can minced
houseguests ei Mr. and Mrs. Lew- ing be sure. beginning with the Bernice Abron recently. t h e y
V;ith
1 tablespoons
to
is Swingler — Miss Hattie Dotson
elected new officers and began s-t !e
first gathering on Tuesday
3 onion
•
tiatti;tittNTs:
melted
• . . . ling the stag for the Easter week
and Mrs. Carol Miller, both of 'Steak dinner at Toney's WedncsRIcelisnd
tablespoonssysargstine
i
cooked
3
Denver, Colo,
i
end
regional
meting
or
i)f
butter
Ka0Pd Al.
da y night, with -everyone presIII cups
teaspoon %sit
GRAND OPENING OF MUTUAL
e an
annual1 •lz-aPPa
and
Rice
l- who ar- I pha Psi. • and thn
pepper
- but Charles and Bie
salmon
1
teaspoon
t
can
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN • en
rived
Thursday.
Add the
. Thencame the Debutante Ball. Elected were:
18 oi.
1. p,
1
pieces.
margaASSOCIATION
juice
peas
smelt
big day — the family dinner. Mrs. Lilliam Campbell. president:
or
cooked
cups
Monday, the seventeenth of a surprise package for Dr. Shel- Mrs. R. J. Roddy, vice president:
salmon intoonion, butterthoroughly.
17• ,
flake the LOTY1111.0eS, ingredients dish. Bake
September, witnessed the grand by — who 'while he had all the Mrs. Ethel Wynn. recording seebaking
the
Break or Rice. peas, '.itot these
pepper.
casserole or until most offrom
opening of another financial in- 1 children some- — did not know relare Mrs. Vivian Willis. eorland
and
greased minutes or piping hot
salt
stitution in our city, Mutual Fed- that they were going to spring I responding secretary: Mrs. Thelrine.
Serve servings.
30
a well
Pour into Fi',
oven for the rice.
crab Savinsgs and Loan Associa- Thursday night's surprise dinner ma Moore. treasurer; Mrs. Helen
10
Makes
350^
by
Rica
lion, at 588 Vance ave. Beginning party. Fun, nostalgia for some of Batts. reportei.
in a is absorbedbaking dish.
-Icelandresults.
It
liquid
genuine
or
casserole
best
at 9 a.m., over 200 eager per- the days of yore, gaiety and high
Marion Johns took time out
Vise
the
recipe for
sons thronged the magnificent, hopes for the future marked the from her annual September vac-a•
is this
\\\%1• i /1
modern cfdilice that was made evening. A huge cake with Ro- lion in Texas to let me know stir
possible by several of our local ' man numerals spelled out the 84 actually caught 100 fish at -Roll
business men who envisioned the ;years of the occasion.. . .brauti- Over Pass" near Galveston.
.
necessity for such an institution fully done in green and white. . . spent a delightful week-cno with
for our Lilian. toitni;ess bou- accompanied with gifts, cards and. the Mateo Smiths of Dallas at
quets of lavish fall flowers were the what-have-you of a party. The hostess Ann Robinson's fabulote
Lives and superlatives are hard- four grand children of Dr. and Shack at orpus christie
ly enough to describe the beau- Mrs. Shelby were represented by
-----ty andd grandeur of the estab- Yvonne and Butch Jordan a n d
lishment which houses, in audition !their ofieringe. along with those
to the banking facilities offices of of Ernest jr., and Janet of Cali
Attys. B. L. Hooks. Russell Sug- fornia. By the way. Ernest. jr..
armon, Jr., and A. W. Willis placed 2nd highest in one of the
and Public! Relations Counselor categories of the Olympic tryouts.
Luke Weathers. The contempor- and he's presently a student at
ary decur is simply breathtaking Kansas U. .lanct is a government
in subdued pastel hues through- worker, engaged to famed basketout, each office distinctive in it- hailer Vaughn. whose wedding is
self with abstract art, marvelous Aated for next June. Among the .
modern lamps, wall-to-wali car- gifts presented to Dr. Shelby. a
peting. impeccable accessories. . pioneer Memphian in our midst,
with focal point in each being the was an outstanding desk set which
the extraotinnary. junctional semi included ash trays and a beautiful
circular desks that look any-thing standing fountain pen. The cele
but like the desk in the usual brations were held early liecaitse
sense of the word. It houses a of the necessary departure of the
lounge, a legal library and con- assembled out-of-town family. ..
ference room.
but the official day was the 23rd.
The Open House extended MonAlso in the September 23rd lime.
day through Friday; cot* sages light. little Miss Naomi Diane Wilwere given to the first 50 ladies hams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
present for the grand opening on Nat D. Williams of 1310 Sardis,
Monday. . .and best of all, the was given a surprise theatre paroccasion was incentive f or a ty as a high point in her brithstream of customers opening ac- day celebration.
touts •i
of the institution Naomi was eight years old. ..
s

B. H. Holman, at, of 767 Alaska
St.

and other decorations, there
was continuous music, special
service, and other conveniences provided. Mr. and H r s.
Bailey. owners of the Lorraine
hotel, added their personal attention to make the occasion
one to remember. In addtition
to members of the Twelve
Matrons Social club who were
present there were guests including Lynn Jackson, M iss
Selma Reed, Ms. Adelaide
Ragland, Mrs• Annie Ketchurn, Mrs. Futile Mae Frazier.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ezell,
Johnnie Harris, Miss Ernestine Braddock and Charlie
T hoin a s.

Ot

Zetas To Present
Ice Follies Of '57
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority held its
first meeting of the year for 19561957 at the YWCA last week. A
large number of members were on
hand to plan with the Basileus
for a successful year.
The major project of the sorority for this year will he the
presentation of the -Ice Follies of
1937," March 10, 1957 at Ellis Au-

ditorium. This will be the first
time colored will have the opportunity to see the show in Memphis.
Ticket reservations may be
made now with any member of
Zeta Phi Beta sorority. Proceeds
will help the Eyeglass Project and
Scholarship tondo
Tickets will go oti sale Jan.
I. 1957.

•

Feed your baby

CAR NATION
America's
"healthy babyll milk I

Arilai Eggleston Mack,Detroit,a Prize Winner ofthe Carnation Hometown HealehyBebyContett.
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION,the milk
every doctor knows. Eight out of
10 mothers who feed a Carnation
formula say: "My doctor recommended it." Yes, you can trust

Carnation because it is the world's
safest form of milk for your baby's
bottle ... the most nourishing and
digestible, too. It's America's
"healthy baby" milk!

•

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING AND
COFFEE, TO01

BETTER-BLENDING Carnation
gives you rich flavor and smooth
results every time...in every
recipe that calls for milk!
CREAMY-RICH Carnation
"creams" coffee, fruits and
cereals to perfection.Carnation
is the rich milk that whips,
too! Get several can.. today!

-fire
.
Cantlfiffile
Coles"

WORLD'S LEADINIS SAND
OF IVAPORATIO MILK

Millions prefer it to any other brand!

9

TIE Ylliellmen
SAT.,SEPT.
"
1M

ii

•
EISIUTES GATHER: When
local undergraduates staged
their recent "Back to School"
dance at Currie's Club Tropi.
cane, our rov in g reporter
caught this contingent of
Memphians attending the tam-

Editors Tour
Mississippi

•

ed University in a pre-school
huddle. The !ure of the band
enticed a few membi rs of the
group before they could be
identified. . .but among them
are: Miss Margaret A n n

Hubbard, Miss Argretta Whitaker, ohn Williams and his
sister. Miss Monice Williams;
Mr. Sawyer, Miss Lily Patricia Walker, Augustus Letting,
Miss Carolyn Rhodes and J.

0. Patterson, jr. The group is
now settled in the staid halls
of Fisk...where many week.
ends will be spent enjoying
youth's best loved pasttime,
dancing.

1

OFF TO COLLEGE: --. Just
how members of the out-oftown college set spent those
last few hours at home before
their departure to school, is
aptly portrayed by this bevy
of students from Tennessee

Recital Prompts
'Fine Future Notes
Koen

#

State U. Seen poring over
fashion magazines, checking
to be sure their assembled
wardrobes were just right are:
on
floor:
Miss
Thelma
Fiehis, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. William Field, 391 N. Dc.
Teen-Towners. singers sponsored
by Station WDIA, who were present enjoyed the entire program,
especially the last encore, a popa r song.

u,

eatur, senior, Elementary Education Major; Miss Marion
Albright, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. .1. Albright of 113
Lester Street, junior, Elementary Education major; a n d
Miss Joyce MeAnulty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
McAnuity, 1008 Alaska, sophomore, Physical Education major; Miss McAnulty is t h e
newly elected Miss Sophomore
for 1956.57. Seated: Harold

Wintry, son of Mrs. Carrie
Mabry, 1069 N. Claybrook at.,
advanced sophomore, Art major; Miss Rose M. Caviness.
daughter of Mrs. Sally Caviness, 911 Alaska at., junior.
Physical Education ma j a r;
and Gilbert Fisher, jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Fisher, am., 1887 Friedmont ave.,
sophomore, Political Science
major, newly elected president of the Sophomore Class.

George Koen, the young artist kinship with them.
This was the climax of the re- ,
with a gorgeous baritone voice
and charming personality, gave a cital, but the Negro spirituals ;
recital of song repertoire that which followed, indicated his rawould be expected of one twice his cial identity, as they were deliverage, and yet he lacked nothing 1ed with true, traditional expresin power, equality of tone or ten- sion, that only one of his race can
give. While all of the songs were
This is the week of the annual tioned for achievements made dur- perament to be desired. One only
wondered what the future would heartily receive by the hi-racial
fair and I just know the kiddies ing the summer.
reveal under such training as he audience, the spirituals evoked
above all are enjoying it im- Soror Alfreda Martin completed
WASHINGTON — The AFL-CIO and House Majority Leader John the Senate Majority Leader had
has received under his teacher, a more spontaneous response bemensely. It is one event they all work for her master's degree at
Committee On Political Education McCormask of Mass., a perfect! 10 "rights' and six "wrongs". Ser
the great Bernard Taylor of New cause of their familiarity.
look forward to. Children in the Columbia university in New York York.
has released the 'lights" and score.
!Thomas
Hennings, Mo., 13
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city schools get a day off to at- and Soror Christana Nelson MitThe singer was given sympathe- Mr. Koen dedicated his last "wrongs" voting records of mem- Sen. Joseph McCarthy of Wis., ''rights' and one "wrong."
chell
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tend and are admitted free for
on the honor roll tic support
bers of Congress over a 10-year totted tip 14 "wrongs" and three
hr the talented acThe records are being sent to
rides and other entertainment be- for her summer study
at the companist, Mrs. Dorothy Graham, spiritual, "I'm goin' to tell God period. The list applies only to "lights" and Sen. Alexander Wilthe 15 million members of tss
all,
Trials"
my
to
Miss
Natalie
ing cut. County schools are al- University of Tennessee. This was of the Owen Junior college faculthose, however, now serving in ey, who won a close primary elec- combined unions and is the first
ready out for the harvest seas- her first summer to attend the ty, who deserves much credit for Doten of Rust college, where he Congress and for whatever period tion for re-nomination oat the Re- time
that such a step has been
began
his
training,
which
led
to
on. I'm sure they are taking ad- university,
publican ticket In Wisconsin with taken. It k part of labor's drive
attempting such a task on short his scholarship award to the Uni• they have been in office.
vantage of the day also, getting Other members present were notice and the singer thoughtfully
The compilation covers 20 ma- the aid of Democratic esoesovere,
TOASTERS . LAMPS
versity of North Dakota. He also
away from those harvest chores. Sorors Daisy Shaw, Johnnie Reid, expressed his gratitude for her
jor issues in the Senate and 19 in was ehalked eip with 10 "wrongs" to dect members of Congress
expressed
spongratitude
to
his
sympathetic In Its program.
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with his vocal training, and thus, Here in Illinois, Sen. Everett M.
home of Mrs, Lola Bell Martin on and great plans are in the mak- with clear Italian diction,
year nurses' training course at
Hays ave. The very inspiring ing for another great year with Then followed the German lie- !send him back to New York with Dirksen, bp for re-election, voted
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here in the city last week.
Mrs. Georgia Adkins who reEssie Perry, president of the chapAmong the distinguished perlas was a perfect scorer accord
the text.
REBUILT VACUUM $095
ter. Naturally summer happen- sides on Pine at. was the gracious a feeling for
sons present, was Mr. Neuman
After a brief intermission, there Leighton of the Southwestern uni- ing to COPE.
CLEANERS
14/up ings of sorqrs made the topic hostess to the Atomic Bridge club
MAKE BEAUTY CULTURE YOUR CAREER!
Among the representatives, Confor discussion during the social on last Wednesday night in her was a group of sacred numbers versity Music faculty, who w a s
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strong in his praise of the artist gressman William L. Dawson hathour at which time a delicious home. Autumn was issued in from Mendelssohn's
"It
ted
a
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and
perfect
score,
the
labor
of
God
i"Lord
and predicted a bright future for
chicken salad plate was served by with piping hot stew served with
the hostess. We were very happy corn-light bread and we must Is Enough" which were soul-stir- him. Several members of t h e group said, in three instances, his
I pledge to give the best in training. I am a certified beauvote was paired with another colto have in our midst Soror Lillian not leave out those very tasty ring in effect. The Yiddish chant
tician ; and studied hair styling, haircutting and makeup from
•
in true ' •
league,
was
given
Eili"
"Eili,
Menzies Reid. now of Chicago, Ill. chest pies. Everybody wanted
the best known artists in the field of cosmetology at home and
which made one
Barratt O'Hara of the Second
who previously taught in the city more but thinking about curbing Jewish intonation,
abroad; Canada; Paris, France, London, England,
District had a perfect record and
if his name indicated
wonder
760 Union • bk. 7-2631 system
at
Washington-Douglas figures, the "yes, thank you" was
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Cong. Sidney Yates of the Ninth
2268 Perk Ave. - 33-8507 Elementary School, Very much reversed.
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Fres Parking missed was Soror Mary Martin Members playing were Mes- on last Sunday in
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Memphis
6, Tennessee — WH. 8-8493
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price
supports,
occasion
Neely who now lives in Gary, Ind. dames Fern Walker, Vivian ROL! chapel. Speaker for the
COPE reported
V111.1111111111111.11ri Two sorors not present were men- Marie Moore, Essie Perry, host- was Rev. Cunningham from MemCongresswoman Marguerite Stitt
ess Georgia Adkins, Messrs. J. phis, Term.
VALLEJO, Calif. — Vallejo mer- Church of
the 13th District had
sevspent
Spann
A.
June
Miss
chants
are
losing
Bronaugh
and
your
because
business
T. Beck, S. H.
only two "rights" out of a total
grandmother,
her
with
of unequal job opportunities for score
scribe, sitting in for Mrs. Eve- eral days
of 13, on the rating sheet.
Mrs. Emma Spann on Hale at. Negroes. This is the conclusion
lyn D. Stephenson.
Nationally, the box score added
Dein
summer
the
spending
After
ment Practices Committee of the up something like this.
HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
Jest one of the millions of happy, healthy
Mrs. P. Gilbert, mother of Dr. troit, Mich. she has now return- NAACP.
babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk.
Sen.
James
0.
Eastland
of
Miss.,
DuWane Hill, president of the the arch Inc of integration, 14
W. R. Bell, left last week for ed to Nashville, Tenn to resume
group here, disclosed that letters "wrong" and one "right".
Huntsville, Ala., to visit with her studies at Fisk university.
Off to Tennessee State univer- have been written to Mayor HewMr. and Mrs. Henderson Bell.
Sen. Wayne Morse up for reMrs. Marie Moore is spending sity as freshmen are the Dupree itt, the Chamber of Commerce, election in Oregon, a perfect batKay
Flossie,
downtown businessmen, and the ting average of 20, and the same
several days in her former home- sisters Juanita ano
Frances Perine and Jane Delores Tennessee Merchants association, for Sen. Warren Magnuson of
town, Birmingham, Ala.
Ovre $1,000 was raised last Cheairs. All are 1956 graduates seeking a meeting with these Washington, also up for re-elecSunday at a tea Mid on the Lane of Merry High. A large percent- groups for the purpose of reach- tion.
House Speaker Sam Rayburn
college campus. Proceeds from age of Merry graduates entered ing some solutions.
"The Negro is buying where drew six "rights" and one "wrong"
the tea, sponsored by St. Paul Lane college last week with sevCME church, will go to purchase eral having the jump on the fresh- he works," Hill said, 'and if Nemen class by attending summer groes are not being hired locally,
an organ for the church.
Our sympathy goes out to the school. Among them were Roma- then they're going out of town
families of two well known Jack- na Robinson, Ouida Vaulx, Fred- to patronize merchants who do!
sonians who were buries' last week. die Lue Clark, Ann Marie Glenn, not discriminate."
According to the letter, signed
Mrs. Louise Bledsoe, faithful mem- Lillie Joe Currin and Charles Berby Henry H. Burton, chairman of
ber for many years of Berean ry, III.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
the Fair Employment Practices
Baptist church and Rev. J. A. CALENDAR CHECK
The week of Oct. 7-13 is Fire Committee of the association, a
Caldwell, pastor of Mt Zion Bap.106 Poplar at Laudardal•
tist church of this city. We also Prevention Week. Yes, it's time majority of the 14,000 Negroes livPhony JA 5-6348
were very sorry to hear of the for burning these autumn leaves ing in the Vallejo area, are goyards,
cluttered
our
which
have
ing outside Vallejo to buy
death of the father of Rev. C. A.
Kirkendoll. president of Lane col- but think of fires the burning
lege. He resided in Kansas City, could cause first.
American Education Week—Nov.
Kans.
The theme for this year is
11-17.
Lane college held Its first VesJUDY ANN, JONES — 11 Months
per service in the college series "Schools for a Stronger America."
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Avon Jones — 439 L. Lauderdale
Noting early, it gives us time to
important
this
get ready for
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
week. Let's become more interestthe Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
ed in our schools. Visit them dur$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
LOANS — INSURANCE
ing that week. Check for the good
72 Union A
points and find out where our
More of America's happy, healthy babies are
Serving Memphis SO Years
schools are lacking. Parents can
Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
on
give endless aid in helping to build
JA. 6-0341
The cut of a suit.., the "line" of
schools for a stronger America.
INTER YOUR BABY TODAY!
a lamp ... the grain in the wood
CLASSES IN
If your baby has been fed Pe1 Evaporated ATI, end
of your favorite chair: in these
fess than 3 y•arl of age, 511 in this coupon and send foi
things, you want quality without
PET MIK COMPANY, 1590 Arcade 111dg.,M. lends 1, IA*,
question. You seek the same
IA BY'S NAME
ACt
assurance in your favorite
roue NAME
beverage. That's why you..
and men like you... invariably
110111 ADDILSS--..04UhAinif
AT
ask for Coca-Cola: the quality
atArt)
leader in the beverage business!
I FRI *Item biome* Me properOy of Pe R5h Co., whore desks for Oa I
temp UMW AUTWORITT Of Toil COCA COLA BOTTLING COmfANT rt
sword will be Snot.
MT '
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TENN.
492 VANCE AVENUE
1556, Tmt COCA COtA CONPANY
LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER—EVERY WEEK.
' JACKSON, Miss. — (ANP) —
Twenty New England editors and
publishers have decided to get a
first hand look at segregation in
Mississippi.
' The Mississippi State Sovereign
ty commission's public relations
director, Hal DeCell, disclosed last
week that the 20 newsmen are
planning a visit to the state next
month. He said the week-long tour
would begin Oct. 7.
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The 'Religious
By AL MONROE

LARRY STEELE'S opening at Billy Eckstine with "Jelly, Jelly"
Dunes in Las Vegas may well (Earl Hines ork) Lena
Horne and
turn out to be the wedge to open the Orioles.
— ONE OF HOTway for other Sepia producers to TEST
combos to hit Chicago in
present their "productions- in the
moons is "Jazz
Les
Modes"
usually "closed" out let.—LARRY,
featuring Julius Watkins (French
ONE OF nation's top producers horn)
and Charles Rouse sax)
and emcees will not slip up in currently
at loop's Brass Rail. —
this spot. HE KNOWS well this;'TWAS
JAZZ music at its best
Is "it" so far as securing the tops Sunday
afternoon when Lil Armin booking is concerned. — IT strong and
group of ex•New OrCAN AND IS argued that the
leans artists appeared in Chicago
TYPE OF SHOW presented by
concert. LEL IS the ex-Mrs. Louis
Clarence Robinson in interracial
Satchmo. — COUNT BASIE and
Moulin Rouge was not the type
ork will appear
at
Chicago's
of Sepia attraction that would
Trianon ballroom Thanksgiving
make the other hotel operators
week. — SAMMY DAVIS. Jr.,
feel "this is the thing we want'
yr, has been elected "Mayor of "Show
and need." — LARRY
WILL
Business City" in a poll conducted
NOT "copy" the ofay style and
by a trade magazine of same
type but OFFER SANiE
show name. — AMONG THOSE supthat brought raves from Broadporting Sammy for the honor
way and Las Vegas agents who
4; were Paul Muni, Jerry Lester,
visited the Atlantic City
sPch• Jack Carter, Jerry Lewis. Jane
where "Smart Affairs" was apMansfield, Robert Q. Lewis, Steve;
pearing.
Allen, Barry Gray
and
Joey;
• ••
Adams•
INSIDERS ARE saying failure
S's
of Jackie Rob nson, Dodger
MARTHA
DAVIS
and hubby,
star, to show up for the Ed
popular in night club circles,
Sullivan broadcast was no accident. — OPINIONS, DIF- were SOCKO ON PERRY CO.
MO TV show Saturday past. —
FERING of
course,
weigh
THE MARTHA Davis-spouse
heavily to the suggestion that
duo is a West Coast "natural"
applause-reception had something to with Jackie's absence. entertainment wise. — RECENT— THOSE WHO speak loud- LY THEY'VE been wowing paYork's
trons of New
Blue
est say
Robinsen.
despite
Angel. — INCIDENTLY AS OF
heroics on the field, is not any
too popular with nation's fans Oct. 1 the blue Angel in Chicago will become "The Jamaican
and someone felt applause for
music
tropical
Room" with
for him might not equal that
throughout.
maintaining
—
for others which might have
brought a bit of embarrass- LENA BORNE WILL sing her
famous "Love" on NBC-TV
ment. — CHICAGO C A N
program "Wide World" Sun.
LARRY STEELE'S Smart AfPROVE this weekend that top
Oct. 14. — WHEN SPONSOR of
fairs show, direct from seaattractions will draw at any
sons run at Atlantic City Litcost if
PACKED
HOUSES "You're Tops," the Cole Pollee
Oct. 6
CBS-TV
tle Harlem" invades excluswitness both Norman Granzs' yarn hitting
questioned budget for six botive Las Vegas next week when
PERFORMANCE
JATP
at
on Thursday, Sept. 27 show
Opera Flouse and the Satur- tles of witch hazel it was explained that Louis Armstrong
day and Sunday engagements
must have the bottles to moisten
of Lou s Jordan at Trianon —
BILL DOGGETT who opens en- his lips during a performance.
gagement at Chicgo's Crown
BILLY D.kNIELS who opens
Proapealear this week can re- London's Prince Of Wales theatre
amain only one day (Thursday) I Oct. 8 for week to be followed by
due to previous bookings but I stay RECORDING SESSION for
will be back later this season. country's Polydor records IS DUE
GUY IS IMMENSELY popular 'TO SAIL for U. S. arsund Nov 5—
with Ch cago music lovers.
EARTHA KITT signed ten weeks
IVORY .10E HUNTER, corn- contract with El Rancho in(
Las,
poser•pianist joins the select few Vegas for next season at .113.500
The New York Post in an exwhose records have topped the a week. — MANAGEMENT HAS
elusive story reports Stan Ken1.000,000 mark when his "I Al- right to stretch
the . working
ton, the "progressive jazz'' wizmost Lost My Mind" hit
that period over two years if it, wishis under attack from "Downfigure — OTHERS INCLUDE es. — WHEN "TAKE A GIANT ard
hea..,,
t
a trade magazine, and
Nat King Cole. Duke Ellington, STEP" opens
off . Broadway
i
its
readers
for his racial views
Ink Spots with Bill Kenny as,Thurs. HILDA HAYNES. Rosetta
-soloists" Count Basic with "PNE 1 LeNoir. and Bill Gunn. names expressed in a telegram anent
recent jazz critics
O'CLOCIC JUMP:" Ella Fitz-!well known to Broadway will be magazine's
.
; poil.
gerald with "A Tisket A Tasket:",in the east.

Rocking' Too
Wicked,She Says
During an interview on NBC Ra- Broadway she included best of
clio's MONITOR, singer Ethel the "pop" tunes in her repertoire
Waters described the rock 'n' roll , of hits,
renditions of religious songs as
Many present day fans who
"wicked."
know Ethel Waters as a tops dra"They're trying to desecrate and ma actress and musical cosrnedy
belittle God, and I don't go for star are not aware of her original
that," she declared. "I think greatness as purely a singer. Certhey're messing around too much tainly those who have followed
with
the
numbers. her career down the lane know
religious
They're changing songs that were she was perhaps the
greatest
wrought in suffering and born singer to hit Broadway when soin a spiritual outlet. They're now calizing was her main property.
just making jam sessions out of
In pictures like "Stormy Wens
them, which 1 think is wicked." ther," "Cabin In The Sky" and
Miss Waters, a great singer in in stage plays like "As Thousands
her own right, does not blast Cheer:" "Miss Calico" and in
"Rock 'N Roll"
music
as a night clubs like the original Cotj whole, rather those tunes that ton Club Miss Waters was the
I perform thefts on religious songs. show. With Calloway as co-star
When Miss Waters was launch- she packed the
Cotton
Club
ing her own career she was a through a trio of seasons with six
blues queen. Later when she hit month runs out of a year.

opens
Here
shown
who'll
show.

at the Dunes hotel.
"Mr. Productions" is
rehearsing the girls
supply dancing in the
Girls are Bette Wife

•

Belafonte Album,
Best Seller, Aids
Latest Acclaim

llama and McKie Adams. The
sweater girl, extreme right,
is -Peaces" of the famous
Fouchee dancers, one of the
top dance groups.

Harry Belafonte who opened at lypso" and "Belafonte" were
New York's Waldorf Astoria ho. among the top 10 best sellers, pop
te! this week was cheered open- wise, for the season. In fact, "Calypso" topped the list several votes
ing night on two counts.
He saw more than 1,000 requests ahead of "The King And I" soundfor tables turned down and also track a Capitol recording. Bela.
4 learned that his two albums, "Ca- fonte discs for RCA-Victor.
In addition -Calypso" was in
seventh place in the list of ten
•
most played by disc jockeys the
nation over. First place in this category went to the soundtrack alighosfoctiuentve,s wherefrom the spictureatcii
bum
Louis
According to the story: Jazz upbraided Kenton with
mo plays an important part. Louis
critic Leonard Feather accused that "Jim Crow sits on his band' shares this honor of course, with
the bandleader, now on a tour of stand.By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra.
the Midwest, of racism in proKenton didn't do too well in the
HOLLYWOOD — Here I am gels" the cast of which is said to
testing results of the magazine's poll. He got one vote and from
fourth annual international jazz Kenton's point of view, too many again, repeating the same things be eighty percent Negroes, with
critics' poll
Negro musicians won first places. that I ha',e so often said before, Raul Walsh selected to direct it.
for Metro is looking for 'new faces'
In letters to the editor, iazz Downbeat said Kenton wired it opportunities
those who have shown or a r e for this one.
huffs from all over t he nation,on Sept. 5:
'Just saw your fourth jazz cr tics showing that we possess talent ..Sednow is the tim for uanp po
With Liz Tay lor out of Marpoll. It's obvious that there is a and ability to fill important jobs.
new minority group, 'White Jaz, Jimmy Edwards. who has had so }ode Morningstar, it looks as
Musicians' The only thing I ga n• mans' successes on stage. screen though Natalie IS'ood, who is unBy CONRAD CLARK
cd from studying the opinions of and TV.'really scores in his latest dergoing tests will get the part. BOSTON — (ANP) — Eleanor
your literary geniuses of jazz is venture as a writer and director. For this I'm glad, as I could um Davis, mezzo soprano, has been
It is also said that Jimmy is in er see Liz as Marjorie.
'complete and total disgust."
chosen again to appear as soloiat
the production end of this late
Did you know that Arthia God; Feather, in an open letter to on
with the Handel and Haydn Soeffort with the Robert Gordon frey's mother composes songs? ciety.
Kenton, said the telegiam raised
Productions. I hope that this is Well Kathryn Godfrey. his mom,
"doubt on your racial views."
The weil known artist will antrue, because if it is, it will rate is here in Hollywood, trying to sell
His own doubts, Feather said with
pear with the Society on the night
some of the greatest things some of her songs for the inovies,
were strengthened by recollec•
that has ever happened in Holly- the latest of which is "Swinging of Cfct. 8 to sing the Mozart Great
lions of Kenton's failure to hire
wood for our group. There is suf- in the Springtime." Last year, she Mass in C. Minor, which calls for
Negro sidemen over the years, ficient capital
a voice that has the range of a
among us to torm composed one called, "Medal o
his failure to use Negro music- production
-f contralto as well.
companies and come Honor March" dedicated to Presitans in special jazz series, and up with
One of the few really great drathe type of pictures that dent Eisenhower. Mrs. Godfrey remalls. sopranos. Miss Davis was
Kenton's statement on returning will depict
Negroes as something fess to herself as Arthur's proNEW YOP--Billie Holiday and !day vvould he expected
born in Leoninister. She prefers
to sell on "(we) proved to Europeans that more than uncle Toms and clowns. duces.
Eartha Kitt are learning there is
• teaching to any other profession.
their own value but there is lio white musicians can play jazz, With Edwards getting the knowFrank Sinatra recently gave the
hurried gold in both discing tunes
too."
how on the ground floor, we can most fabulous party yet, in Vegas,'
and writing books on their respec- question but what the book tie in ; "Clearly this wire,"
•
•
Feather go from here.
during which he gave each of his
tive lives provided there is a tie- will prove valuable to both. At said, "expressed
long-bottled feelThe Treniers' instrumental and , guests a hag of money, with which
least the publishers and recordin.
•
ings, now uncored and spilled in
vocal groups, now appearing in they could gamble. Yes sir! he did
ing companies think it \val. Why
IVORY JOE HUNTER
a
moment of rare candor."
Miss Holiday's recent recordjust
that. Frankie boy can well
Las N'egas have been hedge hop, else would so much exploitation be
"Say it isn't so, Stan," Feather
, ings, album wise, are on the up in
ping between Vegas and Holly- be called, 'Money Bags,' yet. it
given to the title of both the boos
concluded.
i sales since both Decca and Clef
; wood's Columoia Studios for their could have been 'House money.'
and the albums and simultaneousA Los Angeles
!began marketing the Holiday disc
man
wrote ; part in the musical "Rhythm and
Rosalind Russell is hitting the
ly? Large companies with big "Downbeat:
• in a sort of tie in with her book
"
Blues- beside their work in 20th- road again, this time in a wonderCLEVELAND. Ohio — Chardough invested do not move in a
"It comes as a shock to learn Century
which is titled "Lady Sings The
Fox's "DoKe-Mi." It is ful play "Auntie Mame" she will lotte Wesley Holloman of New
certain direction without a reason. that Jim Crow
Blues- published by Doubleday.
sits on the Kenton nice work if you can get,
York was presented in concert at
but wind up in New York.
And in this case. like most oth- bandstand.
Even though there has been no
The shock is only when do they sleep? Busy
Sarah Vaughan is singing her Severan Hall.
boys,
ers, the reason is dollars and cents slightly
definite tie in where Miss Holitempered by the reali- eh?
heart out once more in Sardi's
Mrs. Holloman, a lyric colorsthat are expected to roll in as a ration
that this Jim Crow is
day is concerned both book and
MGM is testing like crazy for in the heart of Hollywood. Mari- , tura soprano, is the daughter of
result of the new policy of tie-in. .slightly
records have both mounting in
tinged with green."
their 'pet' picture "Rand of Au- lyn Monroe says that she is glad Dr. Charles Wesley, president of
sales.
the love scenes in "The Sleeping Central State college and wife of
Prince" are torrid because, g e t a New York physician.
In case of Eartha Kitt•s book,
this.
"I'm tired of projecting sex
"Thursday's Child- there has been
Following her Cleveland appearBy LARR1' DOUGLAS
current big ten composers of, Tin
all by myself.
.
a very definite tie-in. Publishers ,
ance, she began preparing for
Pan
Alley.
he
is
one
of
the
nation
s
Barbara Hutton. the poor little trip to Europe.
NEW YORK — .Fabulous Ivory
top recording Lrtist. Ivory just cut Duell, Sloan and Pierce will soon
rich girl, has purchased a fifteen
Joe Hunter, who first, won. nation- t.0
begin marketing the Kitt book.
„ new sides the
Atlantic folks
acre island off the coast of Ireal fame back in '49 with his MGM
And now being readied for record
land called •Inishboc• which means
recordi- g of "I Almost Lost My are raving about saying that it's store shelves is the RCA-Victor althe be.t wax effort that ivory Joe
'The Island of the old Cow.'
Mind." is one of the nation's hotbum of Kitt tunes carrying same
Hunter has done.
. Dr. and Mrs. Ralph J. Bunche
test song-writers. The Pat Boone
title
as
the
book.
That
sales
for;
Spots and leading television
have announced the coming mar"hit" recording of the some song,
shohs are bickering for the per- both will mount is a foregone con-I
riage of their daughter Jane to
along with his -hit" song: "It
sonal appearances of the artist. elusion The tunes are torrid and
Burton Pierce on the 22nd of SepMay Sound Silly' by the McGuire
the
hook
is
filled
with sexy quotes
Hunter is pleased because he feels
tember in New York.
Sisters of last season, has made that
this is ths first time that he and credits for the Kitt style of
I don't know why they closed
over $1,000,000.
has captured the background in his acting. singing and talking.
the set on "Something of Value"
Not only is Hunter line of the own recordings.
unless the scenes are very ditfi•
Albums made by Kitt and Hobcult, or the director isn't sure of
himself. Don't fail to see Dot Dan- :
dridge in Cole Porter's Spectacular on Oct. 6th on N.B.C.-T.V. Dot
does a couple of songs on t
e'
show, she then leaves for Barbsdos in the West Indies for her part I
in the Nth-Century For film.
Later.
By HARRY LEVETTE
'With his ability to portray startFinding the vast M
M sound
ling realini, Hernandez hart Dana
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — (ANN
Wynter and other cast members stage transformed into a Ide•like
_When MGM Studio runs t h e
replica of villages in Kenya. Poifilm of scenes shot for -Sweet hina shivering.
tier, Hernandez and Marshall
Another
.inister
character,
the
of Value" this week, high on the
leader 01 the Mau Mau, was chil- spent between scene moments dislist 01 praise ior outstanding perlingly brought to life by William cussing with Director Brooks how
formances will be Sidney Poitier,
Marshall As nc arrised in Kenya the thatch huts were actually conJuano Hernandez and William
anci walked quietly out of the air- structed of mud and straw to inMarshall.
port terminal, the entire "Some sure resoli•m
NEW YORK — Buddy Johnson,
Sidney Ponies as Kimarii. the thing of
Value' set was quiet with
Marshall
hr wants a copy
leader of the nation's best-known ;
boyhood churn Ed Rock Hudson. suspense,
of the old dinner gong for his New
rhythm and blues band, embarks
turned from a gentle man into a
Between scenes. the trio talked York apartment.
on a two months tour with the
hardened Mau Mau as the cam- •shop"
with Rock Hudson a n ii
Biggest In Person of '58.
ED BARON, famed trombonist
Hernandez was intrigued with
eras with Richard Brooks (used- compared
experiences in Kenya ;the trees —
The veteran maestro will join returned to a'ew York this
ing focused on scenes showing where Hudson
many of which bloom
week
and Poitier were with red
a show that will play 55 top cities after month's vacation n
leaves in the African
Poitier in a raid upon the farm of on location
Califors
!or three weeks. Both springtime.
from
Boston to Houston, Texas and is, Baron, composer and discer of
Hudson.
'Hudson and Puitier are eager to
includes Bill Haley's Comets and "Baron's Boogie" turned down
Juano Herrandez worked as return tu
.
Summing
up their impressions of
Kenya on a safari. Too ,
15 other name performers in the several offers to remain on West
Njogu leader of the renegaoe Mau busy for
HURTE. young symof tin piece orchestra tirectMerenhlum. A member of the
of Value" Sidney Poihunting with film work,
Rock and Roll field.
; Coast for offered engagements.
phony
Mau bawl. 's-he murders Rock both
conductor,
left,
and Wiled by Butte. Also honored
remarked'
symphony orchestra is seated
men expressed a desire to ter remarked:
With his sister, Ellis. who sings,' Rafon is featured ,vith the Joe
liam Grant still, extreme
Hudson's hider — played by Brit- search tor
Young
cellist,
RAinson.
Toni
in
background. Hurtr was
big game on and near "Evei ything about 'Something
Buddy has been a theatre and Garland band, of the most
ish star Wendy Hiller-husband. I Mt.
right, were honored in Los
popular
Special citations were presenttrained by Boston Sym, my
Kenya.
of Value' is valuable!"
and dance hall attraction since aggregations around New York
Angeles last week at concert
ed Still and Hurte by Peter
orchestra "brass."
346.
and Jersey.

4.

Rap Stan Kenton For Bias
this....is
rack On Magazine's Poll HOLLY

Eleanor Davis
Society Song
Star Again

Billie Holliday,
Kitt, Book-Disc
Tie-In Popular

N.

Ivory Joe Hunter's
Dream Realized; Now
Pushes Own Numbers

Hernandez, Pokier, Marshall
Star In Something Of Value'

Buddy Johnson
To Tour With
Haley Comets
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With LEODA GAMMON
There is a must interesting ar- breakfast news, but also makes
Musing: Developmental Char- I was interested in the show, or
ticle in the September issue of— breakfast preparation esier."
acteristics And Needs Of Boys and should I have quietly left. I am
"What's New In Home Economic's
Girls, Six to Eight:
This sounds like a good idea
sure I would have been unnoticed.
The title of this article is —Teach- I for anyone to use But whether
It is difficult for these chil- Wondering.
ing Better Breakfasts — in it the idea be this one or another
dren to stay too long with any
Dear Wondering:
supervisors tell why and teachers let us be ever aware that breaktask as the attention span is short. TV really has developed a
tell how.
Allied with these characteristics shockingly bad set of manners
fast is important and let "Better
is a high interest in experimen- among us. However hard it may
September
is
the
perfect Breakfasts" be our goal
ation with actual objects and ma- have been, when you dropped in
month to think sericusly about this
terials. It is through this experi- the TV should have been turned
idea of better breakfest and the
mentation that children get their off unless you expressed the wish
whole year is the perfect time tol
EDWARD R. GLASGOW
Learning the basic skills to see the show.
ideas.
put the idea into effect. A good!
comes
through
about
Dear
repeated
(
idol
Ii
exbreakfast is important to each and
periences with the concrete. (Next
have a problem I go with a
every member of ihe family.
Week — Physical Characteris- boy who is very jealous lie is
Special attention is being given
tics).
even jealous of his best friend
to our teenager's diets. There is
Dear Carlotta:
who liks me a lot. I don't want
an increasing tendency to early
sin a little worried. I went to to go with just one boy. What
Schools in the Mid-South a n d
marriage and parenthood. Surveys Southeast areas
one of my good friend's home the can I dome ixMixed
will receive 133,185
ixedlp
l u
: p.
UNION PROTECTIVE — An
lications and president of Algrapiver after the program are,
conducted in all sections of the cases
the other day. I knocked on the
i)ear
of canned green beans purpha
Phi
Alpha
appreciative
fraternity,
de.
audience
surance to., and Lewis 0.
attended
country continually point up the chased during
door. Finally someone yelled out:
Drop him. If he is so jealous • About to play a role in the bigAugust
by
the
livered a masterly address,
Swingler. president of southern
neglect of the breakfast meal by U. S.
the impressive 23rd annual
-Come in, the door is open." I now, just try to imagine what he gest South Polar scientific invesDepartment of Agriculture
giving
a
blueprint
minorfor
jurisdiction
of
Alphadom. He came in and finally she said "Sit would be like it you married
s age group in general, and by for use
founders' day program of
in the school lunch prohim. tigation ever staged, is Edward
ities in seeking first-class citiintroduced Mr. Stanley, Re•efe teen-age girls in particular.
down." She was looking at TV. She He will have to learn to be more R. Glasgow. radioman third class
grams.
UNION Protective Assurance
zenship. Caught by the photosponse was gis en by 1.. Alex
Still, many of these girls must, eidid not pay me any attention, generous, Meanwhile, you are het- USN. son of Mr. and Mrs. SamThe quantity is almost a third
company at Metropolitan flap•
left to right: President Levi
Wilson. editor of the Tr ther now or soon, be included of the
only talking during the commer- te
t,inm ofl,flsteu let him practice on some- uel R. Glasgow, and husband of
list church last Sunday. Frank
total of 436,945 cases of
Watkins,
president of S. A.
State Defender. Mr. Wetamong the reported half of brides canned
cial. Should ! have pretended I
the former Miss Mary F. Goode
L. Stanley, publisher of the
green beans purchased by
Owen college; Mr. Stanley:
kins is a former speaker
and one-fourth of ''new" mothers USDA
son, all of 914 MeCammon ave.,
Louisville
for nationwide distribution
Defender, 'ice
Lewis
H.
Twigit
r., presfor a Union Protective foundtwenty years of age or under. Sure- to schools
Knoxville, Tenn.
president of the Deft nder pub•
participating in the
ident of Union Protective Asers' day.
ly both young women and young program,
Glasgow, a member Of Navy Moaccording to Leo W.
bile Construction Battalion (Spas
men are better
prepared
for Smith of the
Department's Food
cial), Detachment "Bras-n", will
marriage, and healthy, happy fam- Distribution
Division.
spend all of 1957 and part of 1958
ily life when good food habits, beNearly half of the Southeast
at Williams Air Operating Faciliginning with good breakfast habits, shipment was
bought in the Tellity on Ross Island in Antarctica's
have become a part of them dur- co Plains and
Newport, Tense
McMurdo Sound. This station will
ing their early years.
bean-producing areas, with most
support exploratory flights in conBREAKFAST IMPORTANT
The U. S. Negro is caught in fat inferior to that received by
of the remainder coming from
junction with U. S. International
an economic trip which has done- whites."
In the opinion of the Miss Ruth Salem, Ore.
Geophysical Year projects. Nines
mated his life and had major ef-1 Failing to find a satisfactory job
The number of cases to be disMcRae, supervisor of the District
ty-seven Navy men will man the
Plans for advertisine the Book- only point out Bookei T. Wash- ,Street, N. W., Washington
4, D. C., feet on national population pat- in a Souther i city, the Negro station,
of Columbia, Better Breakfasts tributed for school
lunch
use er T. Washington 100th Anniver- ington's great contribution
s as a to handle public relations, adver- terns for teal( a century.
moves North. There he finds it
should be taught because "young among southeastern states is as sary Celebration in Negro newsA veteran of two years service,
leader and educator but such well tising and sales promotion for The Southern Negro's 50-year easier to get a job, but the job
people need to be made to realize follows: Alabama 11,952: Florida. I papers were completed here today,'
Glasgow
reported to Detachment
known writers as George S. Schuy- the Commission. Member of t h e struggle to get out from under is still usually on the common-lathat it is almost impossible to be 13,38a; Georgia 16,486: Kentucky, it was announced by Sidney J.
Bravo (ruin duty on the Staff of
ler, Associate Editor, Pittsburgh Public Relations Society of Amer- the deadly cycle of poor land, bor level. Northern employers do
the Commander-in -Chief. U. S. Pawell nourished and omit meals; it 11,074; Mississippi, 8 368; North Phillips. President. Booker
T. Courier; Louis Lautier, Chie f, ica, the Jackson firm has handled competition from poor whites, and not have the South's great pool
cific Fleet at Pearl Ilarbor, T. He
is especially harmful to omit Carolina 20,992: South Carolina, Washington Centennial
Commis- Washington Bureau. NNPA; P. special campeigns for the Booker poor education is told in the cur- of underemployed white farm laHe is a 1954 graduate of Austin
breakfast because of the many 11,087; Tennessee 14,266; Virginia, sion.
B. Young. Senior Editor, Journal T. Washington Memorial since rent (Sept. 24) issue of Life maga- bor to draw upon, and in the High school,
)
b 1.es
, that have elapsed since 12,164.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Bi-monthly insertions are sche- Guide, and others will be asked 1946.
zinc,
past 15 years have had great
' was last consumed. Thesel
duled for 115 newspapers in 33 to interpret Washington's philosoThe article points out that since need for the unskilled and semip
ung people need to have pointed I
states and the District of Colum- phy in terms of today's needs.
1900 there have been two major skilled labor which the Negro can
out to them the effect of inademigrations
Negro
— large num- supply.
bia beginning early in October, Mr.1 Mr. Phillips also announced
quate diets on their present feelbers have moved entirely out of "But the proportion of Negroes i
Phillips said.
the appointment of Andrew F.
ing of well-being, as well as the
the South and large numbers have who reach the top of the ladder
The announcements will not' Jackson and Associates, 918 F.
probably commutative effect in
moved, within the South, from in the North is scarcely higher
their middle' and late years...The
farm to city. The reasons for the than that in the South. In compare
strain and stress of modern life 1
moves have been primarily eco- son to the tAal of 8.5 per cent of
"Themnoie.
requires even greater care ini The
Negroes who rise to become 'manWASHINGTON — Because of
board of managers of the
social unpleasantness of 'germ officials, proprietors, crafts- the success with which he steered
choosing food wisely if one is to , Lelia
Walker Clubhouse announces
segregation have n o doubt in- men and foeemen' in the North is racial integration in
bear up well, and omitting break- receipt of
Louisville,
a $200 check from the
Re-organization of the entire ed- fluenced many to leave the South, 10 per cent,'' the Life article Ky. schools, Dr. Omar
fast destroys any chance of mak- estate of the late
CarmiMrs. .1.
Gilucational system of the A. M. E. but the majority have moved in says.
ing up the needs later."
chael, the superintendent of
ton, widow of the late Dr. J. H.
146414111.118
/111111111
Skill in mixing drinks comes cubes and a jigger of Old Hick- church is the goal of a special search of better livelihood," Life
The Negro population has con- schools, was lauded by President
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Anderson,
with knowledge and practice. You ory bourbon. stir and decorate commission set up to make a sur- says.
stituted one tenth of the overall Eisenhower and invited to confer
teacher of Cloquet, Ind, says, "In "We the board of managers of
vey of the nine colleges and three Rural Negroes have always liv- U. S. population since 1900. In with the chief
executive on the
my teaching of Better Breakfasts, the Lelia Walker Clubhouses are can become just as confident of with a slice of orange or lemon.
seminaries
operated by t h e ed on bad farmland in the South, 1900, however, 85 percent of all matter.
your
drink-mixing
techniques
CAVALIER
as
PUNCH
I have had my classes set up a deeply appreciative of and grate.
church,
from
which
according
it
has
become
increas- U. S. Negroes lived in the South, After talking with the Presito Dr. Sherman
Pour 2 jigger,' of grape Juice
breakfast shelf. This shelf con- ful for this lovely gift from our you are of your meal-making and
cake-baking efforts. Simply cast and one jigger of Cavalier Vodka L. Greenr, jr., secretary-treasurer ingly difficult to make a living, and of these, three fourths lived dent for 45 minutes, the two pose
tam's a supply of many foods that beloved and sainted friend," the
off those fearful premonitions and over ice in a high ball glass. of the Division of Educational In- In 1954 the median cash income in rural areas. Today only 63 per ed for pictures. President Eisencan be used for breakfast, and is group said.
of Negro farm femilies in the cent of all U. S. Negroes live in hower said Carmichael handled
start
mixing. You'll lerarn only FillIke glass with ginger ale or,stitutions.
the
Incited near the refrigerator, han- Mrs. Flora Cochrane is chairDr. Greene, who has his head- South was $742, whereas that of the South, and of these, only situation in
twist
soda.
A
doing!
of
lemon'
by
the "truly American
lime or
dy to milk, eggs, bacon, and the man.
quarters in Nashville. Tenn., was white farm families was $1,316. half live in rural areas.
way."
We listed the basic tools for can be added to taste.
like Each group prepares a break
in the city last week to attend But when the Negro leaves his
In 1900 Negroes exceeded 40 The reboot official Pa reportour
in
you
message.
last
Now,
from the foods en the shelf,
the annual meeting of the Chica- poor farmland and moves to a per cent of the population in six ed to have
told Eisenhower that
these extra bits of "know - how" Col
C
the results startle the girls.
go Annual Conference of the A. Southern city he encounters mac- Southern states. Now they ex- the integration
program was pitch.
will make your first attempts a
M. E. church held at Al/en Tem- use competition from rural whites teed 40 per cent in only one state ed on the
They can see, from this one shelf
level of the observances
snap.
ple AME church, 30th and Dear- who have also moved off the land — Mississippi (44 per cent). The of the law
of foods, how many variations can
which put on his side
Always follow a recipe accurborn.
in search of factory jobs,
he of what often is the most moratio of Negroes to whites has de- a great many people wo did not
WASHINGTON — Fifteen pro- ately. Only an experienced barBishop A. 3, Allen, newly apnotonus meal of the day.
"Employers will not hire a Ne. creased in all Southern state, favor the Supreme Court derision,
fessors were among the n e w tender, after many years of trainpointed bishop of the Fourth Epis- • gro for any job if there is a white and is increesing today only in but felt that the
BREAKFAST SHELF
law had to be ob.
teachers joining the faculties at, ing, should judge with his eye the
copal District, presided over the man available for the same," certain Northern states, such as served.
"Students have gone ahead with Howard university when the 89th amount of this and that.
Rememfour-day session. Rev .W. N. Reed Life says. "Even if discrimina- cNew
w Yhoerakandtglrliantoioisn whic , im
eh tre
he- He admitted that there are
making more menu variations, year of academic instruction open- ber that 1 jigger equals
Iti ouncwas the host pastor.
heavy migration
still some schools in Louisville
tion in employment based solely
and then, to setting up a break- ed last week.
es; 1 pony equals 1 ounce, 1
Dr. Greene succeeded the late on color were 'set aside, the Nes South. Of the six million Ne- which are not integrated, but that
fast shelf at home. They have
Among the new teachers will wineglass equals 4 ounces and a
; Dr. William- L. Fountain, jr, who gro still could not compete with groes who live in the North to- Is only because the races are not
found that this project not only be three who have been appoint- dash is seven or eight
drops.
Nat "King" Cole, the world's 'died in 1953. Dr. Greene was re- the white. Functional illiterates day. 2.8 million were born in the mixed in the areas served by
serves to suggest variations in ed with the rank of professor. STR, DON'T SHAKE
greatest ballad singer and biggest elected to the post at the recent (the term for adults with less South.
such schools.
Use fresh fruit juices In fruit commercial entertainment proper- General Conference in Miami, Pri- than fifth-grade education) a r e
drinks for the best in taste enjoy- ty in Negro history, is featured or to this post, he was president three times more common among
ment and be sure to do your slic- in the October Ebony. The mag- of Paul Quinn college in
Waco, young Southern Negroes thani
ing and squeezing just prior to azine takes the readers behind the Texas and Campbell college in among young Southern whites.
use. If left to stand. fruit and fruit scene and shows what makes -Mr. Jackson, Miss. He formerly pas- Moreover, such schooling as the
juices go stale, even under re- Records" tick; shows his worries tored, churches in Boston and Wil- Negro does receive generally is '
likes and his devoted home life. mington, Del.
frigeration.
Many recipes call for stirring. To know Nat Cole is far from ADOPTED IN FLA.
ilndant
through the offices of the secreThat is exactly what is meant — disillusioning. Behind the reams
The survey is part of the re- tary of education.
Memphis homemakers will find 29 million gallons, nearly 5 WI.
stir, don't shake. But, when it says of press releases, the smooth pub- organization of the administra- The commission is charged with
supplies of frozen orange concen- lion more than on hand a year
shake, then do so with vim and lic figure, lies a senitive, warm tion of the church which was pass- drawing up standards, correspondtrate abundant this Fall.
ago.
personality, who — on the basis of ed in Miami and for the first
vigor.
time ing to the Southern Association
own
his
words
—
frets
and
fumes adopted a general budget. Of the and the North Central Association
The 1955-56 pack in Florida
For better mixieg, always dissolve sugar ;n water before mix- over constant invasions of his per- 33,200.000 over-all budget, $1,300,- of Secondary Schools and Colleges. amounted to more than 70 million
ing with drinks. For excellent mix- sonal privacy, who is seldom re- 000 has been allocated for educa- The chairman of the commis- gallons, which set a new producCAN YOU USE
ing syrup boil equal amounts of laxed in public appearance, who cation and all of this is disbursed sion is Rev. Ben Hill, Tulsa, tion record and is eight percent
larger than the 1954-55 pack, acOkla.; and members are:
sugar and water for two minutes. is happiest when he can get away
MORE
Dr. John Lewis, president Mote. cording to Leo W. Smith, Of the
Always remember that a mixed from it all and relax at a baseball privately endawed schools.
game.
U. S. Department of Agriculture's
drink is never better than the
Vanderbilt graduated its first ris Brown college, Atlanta, chr. of
Food Distribution division.
liquor brand used. So choose it
Negro divinity student in 1954. the committee to study Senior colleges;
Howard
Dr.
Gregg,
Daniel
Full line of proscription and sundry items, greeting
with care, since there is no subBecause of the record pa ek
Edward M. Porter, 26, a graduGROUND FLOOR
Payne college, Birmingham, chr., and heavy stocks in Florida, the
stitute for quality.
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
ate of Adel State university,
and Junior colleges; Dr. Charles L. USDA
STE RICK BUILDING
lists frozen orange concenHere are a couple of drink reFrederick T. 1Vork. 21, a Fisk unipicked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limitHill, Wilberforce, Theological sem- trate as plentiful for October.
WIlIPII OtK5 LIKE YOU
Here are a couple of simple
versity graduate, were among the
ed amount.
inaries; Dr. Reid Jackson, Nig Reports
G15 PRIFERENTIAL
drink recipes on which to try your
145 students who completed
from
the
Canners
Florida
reg- Quinn college; Rev. Charles SpiSERVICE'
Wm. Pippin, druggist
Vie Coma. await
new skills.
istration for law school,
vey, Detroit; Rev. Alvia Shaw, Association show stocks on hand
OLD HICKORY FASHIONED
Los Angeles; Dr. S. J. Parker, on Aug. 25 totaled approximately
2-1721
Muddle thoroughly one-h a I f
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (ANP) — The natural gas industry of the Arkansas JUNI college, P ine
WWI APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
lump of sugar with one-half pony The first Negro students to attend U. S.
ion, claims to Bluff; and Dr. Charity Mance,
of water and a dash of bitters in the Vanderbilt university school of t to be sixth largest in the country.;Tennessee State college, recordand old fashioned glass. Add Ice law enrolled into the college last
week.
Vanderbilt thus became the first
They are Dr. Charles W, Buggs,
professor of bacteriology; Lt. Col. privately endowed law school in
Hyman Y. Chase, professor of mil- the Southeast to lower racial
itary science and tactics, and Dr. barriers.
Theodore J. Wang, professor of
The U. S. Supreme Court de100 Clean
physics.
segregation decision did not affect
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Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
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PH. 4-9463
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NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always
Cars On Lot

Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles

'53 thru '56 MODELS

Science Finds Healing Substance That Does Both —
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improvement" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
cases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thorough that sufferers were able to
make such astoniiihineeratementa
a. "Pile have ceased to be a

problem!" And among these sufferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astringents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (BioDyne•)—the discovery ofa worldfamous research institution. Already, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new heeling substance is
offered in suppository or ointment
form milled Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with special applicator. Preparation H is
sold at all drugstores.Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
nee. U.8 Pit. 011.

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Til 9 P.M.• 34-5557

••111,11
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Brown Ms As
AME Secretary

ei SAT.,CWT.29, 1956

In a surprise and dramatic move, Rev. Russell S.
Brown, of Chicago announced his resignation last Sunday
— as secretary of the AME church.
Be was elected to the post at the General Conference
in Miami last May on the wave of a "reformation movement" which swept over t h e
church and climaxed in drastic
changes in its structure and operation.
The announcement was made
by Bishop A. J. Allen, the presiding bishop of the Fourth Episcopal district, during the reading of the appointments of the
ministers at the Chicago Annual

Conference at Grant Memorial A.
M. E. church in Chicago.
Ministers and laymen who had
supported Rev. Brown for the post
were shocked because he had given no prior indication of his Intention to resign.
However, it was known that he
had been contending for the headquarters of the new secretariat
to be established here in Chicago,
THE "SPORT OF QUEENS"
view is seen le upper photo
where the dogs "break". One
rather than Washington, D. C. as
cane to West Memphis with
and lower picture shows seatSouthland representative feels
church authorities were insisting.
the recent opening of Greying space. here are 240 rethe track offers Negro profesReverend Brown told friends
hound dog racing at Southland
served seats for Negro patrons
sional and businessmen antat he was quitting because he
Greyhound Park. A front
lower right, a few feet from
other "social outlet."
preferred to keep his pastorate at
Coppin AME church in Chicaio.
WASHINGTON — Denying char- ' With 2,000 members it is one of
gas made by Rep. Adam Clayton the largest in the connection.
Powell, jr., that it had discrimi- The minister who formeri‘ ,..snated against a Negro secre- tored in St. Louis, has figured
tary in the European theater, the In many stormy episodes. In 1952
Army said instead it has given when the General Conference met
hers "unusually splendid treat- in Chicago, there was an allA new ''social outlet" for the I Since the opening of the track
night battle to elect him as secment."
professional and business Negro tho attendance has continued to
Rep. Powell, who is in Europe retary of the conference over
leader and all racing fans is the'increase
on an official Committee tour, in strong opposition. In 1956, he along
and the management is '
description of the Southland Greya letter to Army Secretary Wil- with Rev. Ralph Jackson, presiplanning
icreased
facilities dehound Park told to the press
bert M. Brucker declared that dent of the powerful AME BrothFIRST FALL MEETING—The
by a spokesman for the West pending on the response of the ' "Some kids need a break."
erhood which spearheaded the reThis
final
line
from one of Mil- Mrs. Louise Winston was being
colored racing fans at Southland
Memphis track.
first Fall meeting of the board
"forced out of her job under form drive, was a central figure.
"At last the Memphis area Ne- the distinction of meeting the ech- ton Britten's stories for the Memof directors of the Abe Scharff
name
His
had
become
synonym
ous
phis Press-Scimitar on the House highly suspicious circumstances."
gro professional, business groups, elon
Branch YMCA was held at the
with
the
advocate
s of changes is
among Negro fans in tis subcommittee investigation
He also said that there was
into
and racing fan have a recreafacility Saturday with Eugene
the
church.
area,
racial
discrimination in the occuWashington, D. C.'s integrated
tional outlet where they can
His resignation leaves t h e
Well, general manager of raschool system, could well become pation areas.
take visiting peers for a worthpost vacant until the bishops' coundio station WLOK, as princiDENIES
BIAS
the big story from the nation's cawhile, wholesome social outing !
pal speaker. During his imDenying the accusations was As- cil meets to name a successor.
pital.
without fear of embassassment."
The office has $12,000 allocated to
pressive talk, Mr. Well cited
sistant
Secretar
y
Hugh
S.
But at the end of the first week
Milton, it for salary and secretari
pokesman for the Southland
al exthe success of the WLOK sponof hearings the headlines were say-' 2nd who declared in part; "There penses.
Greyhound Park told the Negro
sored "Platter Party" f o r
ing that integration in Washington is no evidence of inequality or dispress.
A likely candidate will be Rev.
teenagers at the YMCA and
crimination."
has led to:
The spokesman pointed out that
A. Wayman Ward, presiding elpledged
full support in aiding
He added that Mrs. Winston ar- der
except for the separate seating
(1) Lower school standards, both
of the North District of Chithe branch to obtain a swimrived in Europe Sept. 29, 1955 and cago.
area required by Arkansas State
academic and moral.
Rev. Brown said he would
ming pool. The station, he
laws all facilities for white and
(2) Increased problems — sex was promoted from an annual sal- remain on to complete the minsaid has already developed
Negroes are duplicated and are
ual, stealing, disobedience, truan- ary of $3,175 to $3,670 which nor- utes of the last General Confermally
would
Of the best track accomodations
take
three years.
further plans in that direccy, bad language and fighting.
ence,
'offered anywhere.
(3) Many white families moving
While Negroes are at present World champion. millionairel out of Washington
to escape
required to sit in a 240-seat sec- playboy, and Hollywood alcoho- sending their children
to mixed
lic
are
some
tion, all other facilities are equal
of the phases in the schools.
to those provided for the whites. life of Henry Armstrong. Today
IGNORE CAUSES
Equal snack bar and rest room the world-famous Negro fighter is
The questions of the subcomenjoying
a "come-back" as a
facilities (with a maid and pormittee handled by a mostly Southter) are provided for both white minister in California.
ern staff and attended by Southand race patrons.
In his autobiography, "Gloves,
ern congressmen who signed the
"Except for complying with Glory and God" (Fleming H. ReSouthern Manifesto had not yet
State laws that require separa- vell Company, Westwood, N. J.; probed
for a cause leading to the
tion all patrons are free to min- October 1, $2.95,) Armstrong renew problems.
gle on the track," the spokesman counts a dramatic story — child
Unwittingly the subcommittee
of a sharecropper, raised in tough
asserted.
may be playing into the hands of
St.
Louis
slums,
living
in
hobo
Present plans include increassuch groups as the NAACP which
ing the number of seats in the jungles (where he had to defend maintains that
denying Negroes
'himself
against
racial persecu•'reserved" Negro section (dependtion), then the tough struggle to use of public facilities plus things
on the Negro turnout) and the
t o p and the quick descent like job and housing bias along
the establishment of a patio for
with "separate but equal" schools
downhill.
site club-restaurant type service.
have limited the mental growth
The track is nearing the 15th
Armstrong, one of the all-time and dulled the
economic, civic,
day mark in its 40-day 1956 first greats (the only man in
ring social, educational and moral ammeeting.
!history to hold three world cham- bitions of the Negro.
' Ten races are run daily. Post pionships
— featherweight, light- So as more and more of the
time is 7,30 p.m. daily except
"facts and figures' are put into
weight and welterweight — at the
Sunday.
the record the tragic situation
• Patrons may form parties and same time) reveals the seamy which has grown out of limitations
' Patrons may form parties and side of fighting and its effects on imposed by law and traidion can
%risit Southland for evenings of fighters, their associates and well cause many to agree that
"some kids need a break."
recreation.
hangers-on.
1 DIXIE STUDEN
TS, A PROBLEM
Meanwhile, the parade of Wash1,500 WERE PRESENT last
ington educators ibefore t h e
bon while Bishop A. B. McW. Rodgers, Atty. J. F. Estes,
Sunday when Galilee Memorsubcommittee continues this week,
Ewen, left, one of the afterAtty, A. A. Latting. A highmost with same or similar storGardens,
ial
new cemetery at
noon speakers, and Lawrence
light was an impressive servies to tell.
Ellis and Germantown rd.,
Wade, vice president and genice honoring the late Elder
Testimony of many of the eduwas formerly opened. William
eral manager, looks on. SevJerry
Jones conducted by
cators has been that Negro stuFarris, executive director of
eral received atOndance prizBishop MeEwen. A garden
dents are unable to keep up with
Mayor Orgill snipped the rib.
es. Other speakers included
was named for Elder Jones.
white students at a given class
Dr. N. M. Watson, Rev. E.
(Reese Studio)
levei when placed in integrated
situations.,
dropped. Also, that teaching has erate approach
. Other teachers that "the children
Some, like Arthur Storey, prin- become
have gotten
more difficult.
also thought a more moderate ap- used to
cipal of Macfarland Junior High
being together and I think
John P, Collins said in an af- proach might have
school, say Negro students comaccomplished that would he an advantage."
fidavit that integration brought on integration
more successfully.
ing in from Southern states have
Testimony allegedly as shown
problems which led to a break- WHITES MOVING
posed much of the nroblem. These
AWAY
that integration thus far in Washdown of his health leading to his
Some teachers reported great
children, he said "do not have the
ington has resulted in higher costs
resignation.
changes in the white enrollments
srue degree of nreparation given
jer pupil, a situation which conFILTHY LANGUAGE
since integration with the explain the District schools."
He cited instances in which Ne- nation
trasts with numerous other cities
that many white families
MORE DISCIPLINE
which have integrated,
gro boys wrote notes to white girls
had
moved
away
to
nearby
placMr. Storey said since integra- and made obscene remarks
in cor- es were segregated
schools are ;
tion "we spend too much time on ridors. He said he heard
Negro
ll maintained.
discipline and less on teaching." girls use language far worse
BLACK LEATHER
than
Stealing is one of the new probWilmer F. Bennett, principal of anything . he heard
in the Marine lems which teachers
Black leather gloves have to be
testify have
Hine Junior High, with 825 stu- Corps.
increased.
washed as frequently as lightdents. mostly Negro, said it apEducators have reported girls
However, teachers generally colored gloves, even if they don't
peared
previously
segregated being "bumped and patted" in coragree things are some better this show dirt as readily. The Leather
schools "ha d promoted pupils au- ridors by
Negro- tiffs and num- year than at first.
Glove Producers of France retomaticaily."
erous cases of pregnancies among
One teacher retired from Blair
Mrs. Helen R. Maguire, a vet- Negro girls,
mind women that accumulated
something they say . elementary school, Miss
Edith Keeran teacher who told the subcom- had been
almost nil among white heler. pressed for
perspiration is destructive to
an answer as
mittee, "I'm there to help the girls.
Ito whether any advantages had leather, and gloves of any color
child be he black, green, yellow or
C. Melvin Sharpe agreed with 'come from
integration, replied should be kept clean.
blue." She says she now faces the subcommi
ttee that integration
discipline and truancy problems in Washington had been too
hasty
she didn't face before and the and said it would have
been much
academic level in her school had better to have
taken a' more mod -

Dog Racing Called
New Social Outlet

Army Denies
Race Bias In
' Foreign Zone

Hearings May
Result In Break
Negro Kids Need

Armstrong
Tells About
Fight Life

Hon. L. 0. Swingler, executive secretary of the branch,
reviewed briefly the Summer
program, and called on board
members to aid a project,
which will be announced in
clearing up a deficit in operational funds. Shown seated at
speakers table, at the breakfast meeting, in background,
left to right, are: J. T. Chandler, secretary of the board;
Blair T. Hunt, chairman, who

presided; Mr. Weil; Clei 11
Pinner, program director.ite.
cently appointed) of the•-flfreto
ropolitan YMCA and stiZing
in background, Mr. Swirgler.
Seated in foreground a 'IV et
Prof. E. L. Washburn, hoard
chaplain, and Frank laces,
board member. Excellent nIit.
sic was furnished by the-Abe
Scharff Branch Choral tasemble, under the directioa of
Harold Corpal.
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USHER'S

MADAM BELL

GREEN

STRIPE

You Know Is Not A Gypsy

We Have All The
"HIT RECORDS"
Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RHYTHM AND BLUES

Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years , Is
back on her own place to stay. This is her
new office, she is living in her own home
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your. job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.

WARNIERCOLOR
earter•toruc.......•Probred WPM MAGID!
Coming WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

Broadway's biggest hit becom
Marilyn's best!

"Mr

Both Speeds, 45 and 78

Half-Pint
Size In Convenient
Flask Now Also Available Thru
SPECIAL SHIPMENT
FROM SCOTLAND
At
Your Favorite Liquor Store

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m. To 9:00 p.m.

50 South Main Street
( Next To Warner Theatre)
Phone IA. 5-3156

LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington. Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two block• below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millingto
n
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.

.111.

MARILYN
MONROE
BUS STOP

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW lviAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

DON
MURRAY

Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
AND THE RIGHT NAME

.im ARTHUR 0 contdu
BETTY FIE10
EILEEN NECKAR,
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Stork Stops

SAT , SEPT. 29, 1956

Oust Georgia
Teacher Over
Racial Views

...

ATLANTA — ( LNS) — Georsals'il
Board of Education voted tVecis
nesday to withhold the salary of
a school teacher who says her
views on segregation are nobody'll
business but her own.
The suspension of pas for Mrs.
Colleen Marie Wiggins, a 26-yearold seventh grade teacher at Bethesda school in Gwinnett Ccinnty. was directed pending- -a :rehearing of her case by her local
board.
Four Bethesda citizens told the
state agency that the County
hoard refused to grant them a
hearing on a complaint against
hiring Mrs. Wiggins.
One of them, W. A. Smith, said
a petition signed by 125 citizens
asked that Mrs. Wiggins not be rehired.
Smith said that County Super: intrmivnt R. S. Wilbank• did not
'show the petition to the eollat
: board and that Mrs. Wiggins log
consequently hired He said attempts to eel a hearing on the
petition were denied.

Sere At John G:sion Hospital: to Mr. and airs. Raymond Stone, A daughter, tu Mr. and Mrs.
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of 75 So. Parkway.
Walter L. McBee, of 48's E. Crump
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ter, to Mr. and Mrs Roosevelt to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Weath• to Mr. and Mrs. James Wesley.
Griffin, of 5570 Lamar
era, of 235 Caldwell
of 2333 Devoy.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Aubrey Earl Hall, a son. to
Reginald Cain Suggs, a son. to
Graham. of 425 No. Waldran.
Mr. and Mrs. David Hall. of 367 Mr. and Mr: Waite' L Suggs.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Roose- St. Martin.
of 650 Firestone.
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Ernest Lee Pickens, a son, to
Vanessa Young. a ciaughter, to
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and Mrs. Amos King, of 767 Alston of 1624 Quinn.
897 Neptune.
Mall.
Rosemary Brooks a daughter, to
Betts Lou Hicks, a daughter,
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Mor- Mr. and Mrs. Wile Brooks, of 1093 to Mr. and Mrs. Pau: L. Hicks. of
gan Murrell. of 2667 Supreme.
Claybrook.
519 N. Fifth.
Anthony Washingsan, a son, to
Harold Warren Simelton, a son,
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. A U.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Washington, of to Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Simel- Whitmore, of 1349 Thomas.
2304 Douglas.
THE PAPER DOLL CLUB
ton, of 1037 Tupelo.
SEPTEMBER 11. 1P56
and dresses. Jennie Mae Wray,
Irbs, Jennie, Betty Jean
says she has a collection of
Calvin Earnest Richmond, a
goes into one of its "almost
William Earl Ecnola, a son, to
King Arthur Crawford. a son,
12 (center) a St. Augustine
40 paper dollies. With her.
Jackson. Irma Rucker a n d
son, to Mr. and Mrs Robert E. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Echols, of to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie N. Craw.
daily" get , togethers in Lestudent, who might well be
left to right. are Debra Harri
Dorothy Jean Bonds. INew•
Richmond, of 1441 Kerr.
moyne Gardens to cut out dolk
5958 Winchester.
ford, of 763 David.
called press of the doll club,
son, Ozell Marie Wray, .lan
son Photoi
Henry Loin, Jones, a son, to
Willie B. Kidd, Jr.. a son to
Tyrone Edward Travis, a son,
alr. and Mrs. Henry Jones, of 1378 Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Kidd, of to Mr. and Mrs. Central Travis,
eraide hospital in Nashville, eas
Beale.
887 North Main.
of 1460 Sunset.
released last Friday but by reMargaret Jean Calico, a daughRickey Lavell Jackson, a son,
James Murry Madin, a son,
quest he was unable to leave Nashter. to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cali- to Mr. and Mrs. Stonewall Jack- to Mr. and Mrs. Willie 51adin, of
ville before preaching an eloquent
co. of 7s-i7 Alston Mall.
son, of 1055 Tucplo
431 Vance.
sermon for Rev. J. W. Alexander.
Odell Banks, Jr., a son. to Mr. SEPTEMBER 17, 1956
Penny King Allen, a daughter,
and Mrs. °den Banks, of 206 HerAdrian Marlon Ward. a son, to Mr. and Mrs. George Allen, of
The Mississippi Valley Associanando.
to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ward, of 1421 Lambert.
Mrs Wiggins. who was not palion Was conducted at Murray
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St. Martin.
to Mr. and Mrs, Tommie Jack- ard, of 316 Flynn.
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night.
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Sharon Ann Taylor. a daugh- son, of 1502 North Second.
Jeanette Carpenter a daughator, delivered his annual address. to be held during the Tri-State and Laura B. Johnson. eighth
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the evangelist Five converts were . Peter Newbern, Mrs. Beatrice
sixth.
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Raymond Earl Stone, a son,
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Cook.
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Turner
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by
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to
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Lord Jesus Thou art our good school. He was taken to John ficial sources at the University
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of North Carolina here, North
Third.
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Gaston hospital for treatment.
Leroy Winters, jr., a son, to invited back the second
Carolina State college in Raleigh 145 N. Main JA. 6-7519
Larry Chalman, a son, to Mr.
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lead us,
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Milan,
friends. Mrs. Creasy Ashton and
And keep aatch o'er as a II
of 1477 Wilson.
husband of Chicago Ill. stopped
through :he night.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
with Mrs. Maggie Bestd the moth- That no berm or danger come
Farris, of 660 Driving Park Court.
er of Mrs. Ashton on their way to
nigh u.,
William Jones, a son, to Mr. Memphis
to attend the funeral of
always In Thy
And kc,:p
and Mrs. Sam Jones, of 3052 Mt. Mrs.
Josephine Ashton. the mothsight.
Olive.
er of Mr. Fred Ashton.
I.ord
an so prone to wander.
Glenda Fay Glinsey, a daughFuneral arrangements unknown And
lay as little lambs often
ter, to Mr. and Mrs, Willie Glinat the time of this went to press.
do:
sey, of 670 Mosby.
Rev. E. G. Carroll, after spend- But ni
gu
erideey,us 0 Lord through Thy
Gloria Jean McDuffey. a
ing a few days resting in the Rivdaughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
That we hasten etraight back In
MeDuffey, of 601 Walker.
drThy view.
Christine Waugh, a daughter, daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Garto Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. Waugh, field Stephens. of 665 Hamilton. ,o Jesus we are Thine ow n chitMice Anita King. a daughter,
of 377 Hernando.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. King, Thou bast bought us and with
Sherry
Deiecia
Brooks, a
Thy blood paid;
,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert of 349 Beale.
Wayne Anthony Minor, a son, Thou'll feed us in Thine own green
R. Brooks, of 3642 Democrat.
pasture,
to Mr. and Mrs. John T. Minor,
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And in weakness will come to
Samuel Johnson, Jr., a son of 3810 Boxtown Road.
Evelyn Joyce Grantham, a Surely goodness and mercy shall
to Mr. and Mrs. August Allen,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
of 394 North Second.
little
lambs all down
Katherine Allen, a daughter Grantham, of 2056 Brooks road. Thy
through sach life;
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Lester C'. Sharp, jr.. a son, to
to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel JohnMr. and Mrs. Lester C. Sharp, of And we'll dwell in Thy own house
son, of 147 F. Trigg.
forever,
Tambra Finney, a daughter, to 1702 North Hollywood.
will end all our turmoil
Which
Jessie
Jones,
a
son,
to
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Luby Finney, of
and strife.
Mrs. Jessie Jones, of 1181 Mer1389 Neise.
Beverly
Lynn
Stephens, a chant.
By Airs. Mabel Kelly-Wright
Fred Ricardo Johnson, a son,
(Widow of the Late)
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson, of
Fr, E. M. M. Wright
581 St. Paul.
Myron Jerome Wilburn, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James Wilburn, of 1119 Grand.
Words of the Wise
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. NesPerseverance 1.1 more prebitt, of 262 Dixie Mali.
vailing than violence; and
Larry Darnell Sanders, a son.
many things which cannot be
to Mr. and Mrs. Darnell Sanders,
overcome when they are toof 708 Glanlicr.
gether, yield themselves up
Keith Fondren, a son, to Mr.
when taken little by little.
and Mrs. Elvage M. Fondren, of
—(Plutarch)
1000 Delmar.
Here's the perfect "plus" proof-103—thars
changing the vogue in Vodka drinks! Only
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Matchless for clarify, Cavalier adds new
Get the 'smooth beer! The smoother
smoothness, brings keener zest to every drink
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Try Cavalier with tomato juice ... it's the
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Rev. Robert B. Lewis
A so-called preacher was sentenced to 12 years in prison last
week by Judge Sellers for assaulting a 31-year-old colored woman.
Receiving the sentence w a a
Johnny Neal, 29. He was convict-

IN QUEST OF MORE volunteer leaders for Girl Scoot
troops this group of scouters
and ministers met Saturday
morning at Mt. Olive Cathedral. A total of 2$ ministers
had been invited to the meeting to help chart a program
of getting more leaders and
girls into the program. Seven
showed up. During the meet-

lag it was reported that a
camp session scheduled 1 o r
last Summer was called off because jsut two girls registered. The committee on troop
organization, headed by Mrs.
Rose Woolner, second from
left on first row, urged the
ministers to impress upon their
people that Girl Scouting is a
good program
worthy
of

their service and to furnish
names of responsible persons
of the community as leaders.
The council has experienced
such things as having leaders
agree to work then drop out,
leaving the troops without a
leader. Of a potential registration among Negro girls of
18, 263 in Memphis, but 784
were enrolled as of July 1, an

increase of 87 at the same time
last year.
Actually
there
are girls wanting to become
Girl Scouts but are hampered by a lack of leaders. Seen
at Saturday's meeting, first
row, left to right: Miss Juanita Williamson, member of the
troop organization committee;
Mrs. Woolner, Mrs. Levi Henderson, Miss Virginia Jones,
executive director of t h e

ed by a jury which discussed his dence on Richmond Hill I.& last
case for about two hours before week following a long illness.
reaching a decision'.
' He was a superannuated nunNeal was represented by Atty. i Ward's Chapel AME clzurce aid
Irving Strauch, who did not ap- ! had served at several other 'llur4!
peal for a new trial.
chcs.
:

Tenn. - Ark. - Miss. Council;
Mrs. Therese F. Williams, a
field director; Mrs. A. M. Fort,
a troop organizer; Mrs. Jack
Cooperwood, and Mrs. Joan
R. Williams. Second
row,
same order: Reverends A. L.
McCargo, J. A.
McDaniel
holding little Brenda McCargo;
W. L. Powell, E. V. McGhee,
D. M. Grisham and J. C.
Miller.

good man and would always want
to do the right thing but he does
have great admiration for a successful businessman which he has
never been."
Hello! I am back to give you number of members. Mr. Diggs
She also claimed that the PresHamilton High school, Things are and Mrs. Green are the heads of
ident "gained his knowledge as
Still going along smoothly.
this school club. The Boosters
a general carrying out the poliAssemblies will be starting soon. are at every Hamilton Wildcat
NEW YORK — (INS) — Mrs. ly.
.it can't happen overnight. cies which others made and that
game
yelling
and cheering.
As I've already reported enrollEleanor Roosevelt said last week _On the other hand, we can't stand is
not the same thing as thinking
tient is up and that means the
The Hamilton band will be that Southern states should be giv- still."
out policies for oneself."
eafetorium will be jammed during playing the sweet music as the en time to achieve school inteQuestioned about politics, Mrs.
She was asked about former
parties plays and shows. Some holidays hop off. They will be gration but urged that Northern Roosevelt bluntly
said that she
of the parties will be given at wearing blue and white with Mr.! cities, such as New York. Chica- cannot find any "personal re- President Harry S. Truman's remark that convicted perjurer Alstudents' homes with teachers as Doggett as band teacher. T he go and Detroit, take immediate spect"
for Vice President Richard ger Hiss was not a Soviet spy and
sponsors.
blue and white colors will be'steps to end segregation.
M. Nixon because of the 1950 sen- that the caso was a
Republican
The fair will be starting soon and, attracting all spectators. The
The widow of the late presi- atorial campaign he ran against 'Red Herring".
the Hamilton vocational teachers , Hamiltonians will have enthusiasm! dent, appearing on NBC's televis- former Rep. Helen Gahagan DougNOT AN ISSUE
are getting the school exhibits rea- in this pretty color.
ed program,'Meet The Press", las in California.
Republicans, including GOP Nady to show ti the public. We hope.
also asserted that President Eis- NIXON KNEW BE'TTER
tional Chairman Leonard W. Hall,
that many Hamiltonii.ns will be
enhower has failed to exercise
She contended Nixon had ac- have demanded that Democrattaking in the exhibits, playing BIG TRACK MEET
leadership to bring about the end
cused Mrs. Douglas of being a ic presidential candidate Adlai
games riding and just enjoying
of
racial
discriminati
on in t h e
LAGOS, Nigeria — (ANP)—An
Communist when he knew better I Stevenson disavow Truman's
stateschools.
the fair.
from his personal acquaintance! ment.
international
track
meet
between
, Bands will be playing the sweet
NORTH SHOULD LEAD
with the Democratic congressMrs. Roosevelt contended that
fair music. There will be People the United and the British Corn- 1
Mrs. Roosevelt said that North- woman.
the Hiss question is "an unimportfrom Mississippi Tennessee and monwealth in England on Dec. 10
ern cities with heavy Negro popMrs. Roosevelt remarked "Any- ant issue" in the 1956 campaign
Arkansas. The students will have may bring together American and;
ulations should lead the way by one who wanted to be elected and a matter
that has been "seta holiday to enjoy the Tri-State Nigerian athletes as well as those ending any segregation that
still that much I can't admire his! tled and done with." She said
Fair,
she
from other Commonwealth c o u n.! persists.
character."
Is willing to stand by the court's
The Boosters club of Hamil- tries, it was officially announced
i Of the South, she commented: ! Concerning Mr. Eisenhower, she decision until
evidence of Hiss'
ton has not bet found its total here.
"Here, we cannot move as quick- commented: -The President is i innocence is
presented.
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AUGUSTA, Ga. — Rev. _Robert B. Lewis died at his -real-
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You'll agree once you've tasted lighter,
milder 90 Proof Old Crow—so fine—
so flavorful it has become the most
sought-after bourbon in America!
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